Public Transportation Is Amazing!

But Keeping Passengers Safe Is More Than Getting Them Home

Your Restrooms Need OPS® Vandal Proof Dispensers

OPS® High Capacity Paper Towel Dispenser
SKU: 1100-01G

OPS® Soap Dispenser
SKU: 1015-01G

OPS® Toilet Tissue Dispenser
SKU: 1220-01

NO MORE BROKEN DISPENSERS
BULK DISPENSERS ARE A BREEDING GROUND FOR BACTERIA.
NO MORE DISPENSERS RIPPED OFF THE WALL
NO MORE DISPENSERS USED TO CLEAN HEROIN NEEDLES
**OPS® Vandal Proof Soap Dispenser**

**Labor Cost Savings**

Cost to replace 1 “free” broken soap dispenser = $100

CASE STUDY – Long Beach School District
Johnathan Mendoza – Plant Maintenance Supervisor

“I could tell you that we have just over 7000 soap dispensers and around 25% get vandalized every year. The cost of replacing our broken dispensers is about $100 per dispenser. We have to drive to the school, find the right bathroom, clear it of children, put up the necessary signage, mop up the spilled soap, take down the old dispenser, throw it away, put up the new dispenser, and document the repair.”
VANDAL PROOF PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS

Use the OPS® Paper Towel Dispensers both at the sink to dry your hands and at the door so restroom guests do not have to touch the door handle when leaving.

- Indestructible.
- Suicide Resistant.
- Securely Locked.
- Securely Mounted.

Can Use Same Key as OPS® Vandal Proof Soap Dispenser

High capacity paper towel dispenser dimensions are 17” (H) 9.2” (W) 4” (D), holds 1500 sheets

OPS® Paper Towels
SKU: 1100-01G

OPS® TOWELS

- The OPS® paper is a toilet flushable hand towel!
- Install at any restroom sink!
- Guests flushing your hand towels down the drain?
Use OPS® Paper Towels! Prevent clogged toilets!
- 8000 sheets per case!

OPS® Towel should be used at sinks only. For a Vandal Proof toilet paper system, please refer to next page.
OPS® VANDAL PROOF TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER

THE ONLY VANDAL PROOF TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER IN THE WORLD!

UNBREAKABLE!  ANTI-LIGATURE!
NO WEAPON STOCK!  NO VANDALISM!

Use for toilet tissue in a bathroom stall.

Use near bathroom door exit so guests can use tissue to open the door.

800 tissue sheet capacity.

Can only dispense 1 sheet at a time (guests cannot rip out 30 sheets to throw on floor or to flood toilet).

Place 2 dispensers side by side to double tissue capacity in high volume area.

(These dispensers work best if installed higher on the partition or wall than normal low security dispensers. So the bottom is about eyelevel when seated.)

Dispenser Dimensions:
9.5” Width x 8.9” Tall x 3.1” Deep
SKU: 1220-01

OPS® 2-Ply Interlocking Toilet Sheets

For use in the OPS® VANDAL PROOF TOILET TISSUE DISPENSER

- 400 individual sheets per pack
- 40 packs per case
- 16,000 SHEETS PER CASE!

OPS® Tissue is safe for septic systems.

No cardboard Core to throw out or to be thrown in the toilet.

Unlike roll tissue, only 1 sheet is dispensed at a time:

- Dramatically slows usage
- No more clogged toilets
- Budget Savings! Less sheets used per use

SKU: 1225-01
OPS® Dispenser Labor Cost Savings

To avoid potential violations of Health and Safety Policy, please estimate how long an area is without soap while each soap dispenser is broken. (The labor cost table below will help calculate your answer.)

Indicate Number Of Minutes Per Activity Listed Below

Labor Cost of Dispenser Replacement - How much time does it take your Maintenance Professional to:

- Receive a radio call asking him/her to fix the dispenser
- Complete the necessary work order forms for repair
- Drive to warehouse and pick up a replacement soap dispenser and cartridge of soap
- Drive to and park at location with broken soap dispenser
- Walk to bathroom with broken soap dispenser
- Clear area of guests around the soap dispenser and wait for them to finish using restroom
- Remove the broken soap dispenser
- Put up necessary slip hazard signage
- Clean up the soap spilling out from the broken soap dispenser and mop up the floor
- Install the new soap dispenser
- Throw out the broken soap dispenser
- Take out the trash
- Report that the issue has been resolved

______ Total Minutes

______ Total Hours to Replace One Dispenser

(DIVIDE TOTAL MINUTES ABOVE BY 60 TO CALCULATE HOURS USED FOR DISPENSER REPLACEMENT.)

Total Labor Cost of Replacing Just One Soap Dispenser -
Multiply the number of hours to replace the broken dispenser by the hourly rate of your maintenance professional.

\[
\text{Total Hours to Replace Dispenser} \times \text{Maintenance Staff Hourly Pay Rate} = \text{Labor Cost To Replace One Dispenser}
\]

Total Labor Cost of Replacing All Soap Dispensers Each Year -
Multiply the labor cost to replace one broken dispenser by the number dispenser per year.

\[
\text{Labor Cost To Replace One Dispenser} \times \text{Number Of Broken Dispensers Per Year} = \text{Annual Labor Cost For}
\]

The Cost to Replace a Vandalized Soap Cartridge is $ ______________

The Cost of a Replacement Soap Dispenser is $ ______________

Consider - Are there areas you do not use soap dispensers due to vandalism issues?
Consider - What are the labor costs of broken hand towel and toilet tissue dispensers?

The Average Price of the OPS® Vandal Proof Soap Dispenser is $80.00
- Why our customers chose Vandal Proof -

The following are not word for word quotes, but accurate representations of conversations we’ve had with real customers:

Dear Vandalproof, I represent a large public transportation system in Northern California. Our homeless population is breaking our soap dispensers and using them to form crack pipes. They then steal the soap and wash their clothes. We need something that won’t break. I loved your online video where you hit the dispenser with a stainless steel pipe. Wow that thing is tough! I’m sold.

Dear Vandalproof, I represent 50 parks in Missouri. We use bulk-filled stainless steel soap dispensers. There is a lock on these dispensers, but now I know how flimsy it is. Thank you for visiting our park restrooms and showing me how the lock can be broken with a simple house key. Also, I appreciate you showing me what the inside of our soap dispensers look like. Obviously, finding used toilet paper with fecal matter in one and a nearly a dozen dead crickets in another was not what I was expecting! I appreciate that the OPS® vandal proof soap dispenser is unbreakable, securely locked, and uses a disposable soap cartridge. I’m going to make sure that this never happens again.

Dear Vandalproof, many of our parks are at the beach along California’s coastline. We use plastic soap dispensers that cannot be locked. Heroin addicts are opening the soap dispensers and injecting their needles into our soap cartridges in order to clean them. They are injecting from the top of the cartridge so that the soap does not spill out. Our kids are washing their hands with the remainder. Please, we need something vandal proof and securely locked.

Dear Vandalproof, I represent a large school district and 40% of our soap dispensers are vandalized each year. Our kids light our plastic soap dispensers on fire. Of those that are not broken, when I look inside the dispensers I find gum, pencils, erasers, spit, and urine floating in the soap. I’m glad that the vandal proof soap dispenser is fire proof and securely locked!

Dear Vandalproof, I recently bought a stainless steel soap dispenser for $50, but it came with only 1 mounting hole. Our guests ripped it off the wall within a day. What a waste of $50. I noticed that your vandal proof soap dispenser has 10 mounting holes. No way that’s coming off the wall! Thank you for the help.

WE CAN DO BETTER!

$100 labor cost to fix
Contaminated soap spreads sickness
25% of all liquid soap dispensers look like this inside
It just takes one kick